Abstract

Clustering becomes a key technique in analyzing quality assessment in most of the recent research works. The partitioned clustering techniques used in previous work utilize attributes of
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objects to form cluster. The cluster numbers were initialized, which reduces cluster quality in terms of cluster object aggregation and appropriation. The work presented an efficient quality assessment technique comprising of two parts i.e., fuzzy k-means cluster validation scheme and decision tree model. The Fuzzy k-means cluster validation scheme improves recall and precision measure of automatically labeling cluster objects. The decision tree model evaluates labeled cluster object and decides on the appropriation of attributes to its cluster validity index. The cluster quality index is measured in terms of number of clusters, number of objects in each cluster, cluster object cohesiveness, precision and recall values. Cluster validates focus on quality metrics of the institution data set features experimented with real and synthetic data sets. The results of quality indexed fuzzy k-means shows better cluster validation compared to that of traditional k-family algorithm. The experimental results of cluster validation scheme and decision tree confirm the reliability of quality validity index which performs better than other traditional k-family clusters.
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